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FALL 2012 SCHEDULE 
ABELLA- CH3325 (6297) oabella 
2003-001-1300-1350-MWF-CH3159 
2011G-001-l 100-1150-MWF-CH3160 
ALLISON - CH3552 jballison 
He's on sabbatical leave. 




ATHEY - CH3033 lathey 
1001G-010-0930-1045-TR-CH3210 
1001G-036-1400-1515-TR-CH3210 









BINNS-CH3851 (6299) djbinns 
3001-006-1500-1615-MW-CH3120 
4801-001-1700-1930-T-CH3120 




BREDESEN - CH3556 dabredesen 
5005-001-1900-2130-T-CH3159 








CALDWELL- CH3050 (7481) mcaldwell 
1001G-049-1500-1615-MW-CH3130 
2205-002-1000-1050-MWF-CH3160 




CARPENTER- CH3745 dcarpenter 
2007-001-1100-1215-TR-CH3159 
3704-001-1400-1515-TR-CH2120 














1002G-007-1200-1250-MWF-CH2 l 20 
FREDRICK - CH3070 tafredrick 





GAY - CH3331 rgay 
2007-002-l 100-1150-MWF-CH3159 
2760-001-l 400-l 450-MWF-CH3130 
5025-001-1630-l 720-M-CH3159 
HANLON - CH3811 chanlon 
1001G-025-1200-1250-MWF-CH3120 
1001G-032-l300-1350-MWF-CH3 l 30 
3702-001-1500-1615-MW-CH3150 




HOBERMAN - CH3755 (6981) rhoberman 
2601-003-1230-1345-TR-CH3609 
WST2309G-003-0930-l 045-TR-CH3150 




JEFFERIES - CH2110 smjefferies 
1001G-045-l700-1815-TR-CH3 l 40 
KNIGHT-CH3751 ldknight 
4764-001-1230-1345-TR-CH2731 





KUO - CH3860 mfkuo 
1001G-022-l100-l 215-TR-CH3 l 70 
1001G-029-1230-1345-TR-CH2120 
1001G-037-1400-1515-TR-CH3 l 70 
LEDDY -CH3741 mleddy 
1002G-014-1200-1250-MWF-CH3150 
2011G-002-1400-1450-MWF-CH3150 
3001-002-0900-0950-MWF-CH3 l 70 
LOUDON - CH3361 mdloudon 
1001 G-046-1700-1815-TR-CH3160 
3100G-001-l 100-1215-TR-CH2120 




MARKELIS-CH3375 (5614) dmmarkelis 
4 761-001-l 400-1515-TR-CH3159 
MARTINEZ - CH3371 rlmartinez 
1091 G-098-0900-0950-MWF-CH2120 
2009G-004-1300-l 3 50-MWF-CH3609 
3808-001-1100-1150-MWF-CH3609 
McGREGOR- CH3355 fmcgregor 
1001 G-002-0800-0850-MWF-CH3130 
2009G-002-l 200- l 250-MWF-CH3160 
2205-003-1000-1050-MWF-CH3691 
MOORE - CH3771 jdmoore 
3001-001-0800-0915-TR-CH3130 
3405-001-l 230-l 345-TR-CH3691 
4903-001-1530-1645-TR-CH3290 
MURRAY -CH3351 rlmurray 
3401-001-1230-1345-TR-CH3130 
3504-001-1530-1730-TR-CH3691 




EIUl 111-005-1100-1150-MW-Taylor Hall 




P ANJW ANI - CH3576 jpanjwani 
3009G-OO 1-1530-1800-T-CH3609 
3009G-002-1530-1800-R-CH3609 
PARK - CH3030 sapark 
3001-005-1230-1345-TR-CH3120 
PETERSON - CH2110 grpeterson 
1001G-Ol 1-0930-1045-TR-CH3140 




QUESADA - CH3562 rmquesada 
1001G-020-1100-1150-MWF-CH2120 
2003-002-1400-1450-MWF-CH3159 
RA YBIN - CH3761 (6980) draybin 
1091G-099-0800-0915-TR-CH3609 
5001-00 l-1900-2130-W-CH3159 
RINGUETTE - CH3341 (2428) dringuette 
4775-001-0930-1045-TR-CH3159 




SCHAIBLE - CH2110 geschaible 
1001G-028-1230-1345-TR-CH3140 
SHONK- CH3060 tashonk 
2901-003-1500-1615-MW-CH3170 
3800-001-1200-1250-MWF-CH3609 








SUK.SANG - CH3335 dsuksang 
1002G-OO 1-0800-0850-MWF-CH3160 
2901-002-1200-1250-MWF-CH3 l 70 
4300-001/4390-099-1000-1050-MWF-CH3159 












URBANSKI - CH2110 deurbanski 
1001 G-048-1830-1945-TR-CH3140 




EIUl 111-017-1300-1350-MW-Taylor Hall 




WHARRAM - CH3010 ccwharram 
He's on sabbatical leave. 




WORTHINGTON - CH3321 (5214) 
mgworthington 
1001G-052-1100-1150-MWF-CH3 l 70 
4300-003/4390-097-0900-0950-MWF-CH3159 
ZORDANI - CH3860 
rzordani@consolidated.net 
1001G-027-1230-1345-TR-CH3210 
1001G-041-1530-1645-TR-CH3140 
1002G-004-0930-1045-TR-CH3130 
